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We present the first experimental results based on the jet boost algorithm, a technique to select unbiased
samples of gluon jets ine1e2 annihilations, i.e. gluon jets free of biases introduced by event selection or jet
finding criteria. Our results are derived from hadronicZ0 decays observed with the OPAL detector at the LEP
e1e2 collider at CERN. First, we test the boost algorithm through studies withHERWIG Monte Carlo events
and find that it provides accurate measurements of the charged particle multiplicity distributions of unbiased
gluon jets for jet energies larger than about 5 GeV, and of the jet particle energy spectra~fragmentation
functions! for jet energies larger than about 14 GeV. Second, we apply the boost algorithm to our data to derive
unbiased measurements of the gluon jet multiplicity distribution for energies between about 5 and 18 GeV, and
of the gluon jet fragmentation function at 14 and 18 GeV. In conjunction with our earlier results at 40 GeV, we
then test QCD calculations for the energy evolution of the distributions, specifically the mean and first two
nontrivial normalized factorial moments of the multiplicity distribution, and the fragmentation function. The
theoretical results are found to be in global agreement with the data, although the factorial moments are not
well described for jet energies below about 14 GeV.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.69.032002 PACS number~s!: 12.38.Qk, 13.66.Bc, 13.87.2a, 14.70.Djre
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Gluon jets were first observed in 1979@1#, at the PETRA
e1e2 collider at DESY. Certain features of the jets we
quickly measured, such as their production angular distri
tions, leading, for example, to a determination of the glu
spin @2#. In contrast, it has proved difficult to obtain mea
ingful information about internal characteristics of gluo
jets. The difficulty arises because gluon jets are usually p
duced in conjunction with other jets or the beam remnant
accelerators, making their identification ambiguous. Glu
jets ine1e2 annihilations are usually studied using three-
qq̄g events, for example, whereq denotes a quark jet,q̄ an
antiquark jet, andg a gluon jet. At hadron colliders, gluo03200-
n
o-
at
n
t
jets are studied using events with two energetic gluon
produced in conjunction with the beam remnants and l
energetic jets. In either case, the gluon jets are identi
using jet finding algorithms such as thek' @3# or cone@4# jet
finder, which assign particles in an event to the jets. The
finding algorithms employ resolution criteria. Different je
algorithms or choices of the resolution scales yield differ
assignments of particles to the jets. This produces the am
guities mentioned above. Many studies employ fixed val
for the resolution scales, leading to truncation of higher or
radiation from the jets and thus to further ambiguity. Becau
of these intrinsic ambiguities, jets defined in this manner
called ‘‘biased.’’n
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF UNBIASED GLUON JETS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 032002 ~2004!Theoretical descriptions of gluon jets are usually based
a different approach. The theoretical approach assumes
production of a pair of gluons in an overall color singlet, i.
gg events from a point source. There are neither beam r
nants nor other jets. Thegg system is divided into hemi
spheres in a frame in which the two gluons are back to b
~they move in opposite directions!, using the plane perpen
dicular to the direction of the separating gluons. The partic
in a hemisphere define a jet. Since all particles in the ev
arise from one of the two original gluons, there is no am
guity about which particles to assign to the gluon jets.1 Fur-
thermore, there are no jet resolution criteria and thus no tr
cation of higher order radiation, i.e. all events in the sam
are used. The properties of the jets depend on a single s
the jet energy. Jets defined in this manner are called ‘‘un
ased,’’ in contrast to biased jets, whose properties depen
the jet resolution scales as well. Many theoretical res
have been presented for unbiased gluon jets, based on q
tum chromodynamics~QCD!, the gauge theory of strong in
teractions. Because most experimental studies are perfor
using biased jets, tests of the theory have often been indi
So far, only three methods have been used to mea
gluon jet properties in a manner consistent with the theo
ical prescription outlined in the preceding paragraph, avo
ing the ambiguities associated with biased jets. First, ra
tive Y decays,Y→ggg→g1hadrons, have been studie
@5,6#. Thegg system in these events corresponds to the ev
class of the theoretical approach, described above. Sec
rare events from hadronicZ0→qq̄ decays have been selecte
@7–9#, in which theq and q̄ jets are approximately colinea
the event hemispheregincl. against which theq and q̄ recoil
corresponds almost exactly to an unbiased gluon jet
shown in @10#. Third, the theoretical formalism of@11# has
been applied@12# to extract properties of unbiased gluon je
indirectly, by subtracting results obtained from two-jetqq̄
events from those obtained from three-jetqq̄g events~see
@11,12# for more details!.
The first and second of the above techniques provide
explicit association of particles in an event to the gluon je
This allows many characteristics of the jets, e.g., the dis
butions of particle multiplicity and energy, to be studied. T
jet energies associated with these two techniques are lim
however, toEjet;5 and 40 GeV, respectively. The third tec
nique, based on comparing results fromqq̄ andqq̄g events,
yields measurements over a range of jet energies, from a
5 to 15 GeV. This method does not associate particles in
event with the gluon jet, however, yielding only the me
particle multiplicity of the jets,̂ ngluon&.
In @13#, an additional method to determine properties
unbiased gluon jets is proposed: the so-called jet boost a
1Note that if the event is boosted along thegg event axis, the jet
energies and multiplicities change. The relationship between an
biased jet’s energy and its mean particle multiplicity is univers
however, independent of this boost or of the invariant mass of
gg system. The same comment applies to theqq̄ color singlet sys-
tems discussed in Sec. II.03200n
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rithm. The jet boost algorithm is described in Sec. II. So f
no experimental results have been presented based on
technique. Like the third method mentioned above, the
boost algorithm provides results over a range of jet energ
Like the first and second methods, it specifies which partic
in an event to associate with the gluon jet. The jet bo
method therefore combines features of the other approac
offering a means to measure a variety of properties of un
ased gluon jets as a function of energy.
In this paper, we present the first experimental study
use the jet boost algorithm. The study is based on hadro
decays of theZ0 boson. The data were collected with th
OPAL detector at the LEPe1e2 storage ring at CERN. We
measure the charged particle multiplicity distribution and
particle energy spectrum~fragmentation function! of the jets
for a variety of jet energies. The results are compared
QCD calculations to provide new and unique tests of t
theory.
II. THE JET BOOST ALGORITHM
The jet boost algorithm~henceforth referred to as th
‘‘boost algorithm’’ or ‘‘boost method’’! is motivated by the
color dipole model of QCD@14#. Thus consider a quark
antiquark system created from a color singlet source,
e1e2→qq̄ events. Because theq andq̄ carry opposite color
charges, they form a dipole. Unbiased quark jets are defi
by dividing the event in half in a frame in which theq andq̄
move back to back, using the plane perpendicular to the
rection of the separatingq and q̄ @see Fig. 1~a!#. This is
analogous to the definition of unbiased gluon jets presen
in the introduction. Note that the back-to-back frame is n
necessarily the center-of-momentum~c.m.! frame of the di-
pole. The energy scales of the jets,Eq* andEq̄* , are given by
the hemisphere energies in the back-to-back frame. If a L
entz boost is performed along the hemisphere boundary
suming theq and q̄ are massless, the dipole appears
shown in Fig. 1~b!. In Sec. I of the Appendix it is shown tha
the Lorentzb factor relating the back-to-back and boost
frames isb5cosa, wherea5u/2 with u the angle between
the q and q̄ in the boosted frame. Furthermore, it is show
that the jet energies in the boosted frame,Ei8 ~with i 5q or
n-
l,
e
FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of aqq̄ color dipole viewed~a! in
a frame in which theq and q̄ are back to back, and~b! in a frame
boosted in a direction bisecting the dipole. The quark and antiqu
jets are labeled by their energies:Eq* and Eq̄* in the back-to-back
frame andEq8 andEq̄8 in the boosted frame.2-3
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ABBIENDI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 032002 ~2004!q̄), are related to the jet energies in the back-to-back fra
Ei* , by
Ei* 5Ei8sin
u
2
. ~1!
In e1e2→qq̄g events, the color charge of the gluon c
be decomposed into two parts: one equal and opposite to
color charge of the quark and the other equal and opposi
the charge of the antiquark. Aqq̄g event therefore consists o
two independent dipoles, one defined by theq andg and the
other by theq̄ andg. In a frame in which the angleu52a
between theq andg is the same as the angle between theq̄
andg, yielding a symmetric event as in Fig. 2~a!, each dipole
can be independently boosted to a back-to-back frame a
the bisector of the dipole using the boost factorb5cosa
mentioned above, again assuming the partons are mas
@see Fig. 2~b!#. The two dipoles in the back-to-back frame
can then be combined to yield an event with the color str
ture of agg event in a color singlet, i.e. two back-to-bac
gluon jet hemispheres@see Fig. 2~c!#, since the combined
quark-antiquark system has the color structure of the gl
jet as mentioned above. This corresponds to the produc
of unbiased gluon jets as discussed in the Introduction. In
frame of the symmetric event@Fig. 2~a!#, the unbiased gluon
jet is defined by the particles in a cone of half anglea around
the gluon jet axis@13#. The energy of the unbiased gluon je
Eg* @Fig. 2~c!#, is related to the energy of the gluon jet in th
symmetricqq̄g event,Eg8 @Fig. 2~a!#, by Eq. ~1! with i 5g,
as follows from the correspondence between Figs. 1 and
Three-jetqq̄g events frome1e2 annihilations are usually
identified using a jet finding algorithm. Some of the mo
common jet finders are based on a transverse momen
cutoff, p',cut, to resolve the jets. Examples of such alg
rithms are thek' , Cambridge@15#, and Luclus@16# jet find-
ers. The value ofp',cut ~sometimes referred to as the virtua
ity scale@13#! specifies the maximum transverse moment
of radiated particles within a jet. As a necessary but
FIG. 2. ~a! A symmetric three-jetqq̄g event in which the angle
u52a between the quark and gluon jets is the same as the a
between the antiquark and gluon jets. In the QCD dipole model,
qq̄g event consists of two independent color dipoles.~b! Each of
the dipoles can be independently boosted to a back-to-back fr
~c! The dipoles in the back-to-back frames can be combined to y
an event with the color structure of a gluon-gluon event in a co
singlet. Note that the combined quark-antiquark jet system
e1e2→qq̄g events has the color structure of a gluon jet.03200e,
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sufficient condition to avoid biasing the jets,p' , cut should be
adjusted separately for each event so that exactly three
are reconstructed. In contrast, a fixed value ofp',cut truncates
higher order radiation in the jet. For gluon jets identified
this manner, any radiation~‘‘subjet’’ ! emitted within the jet
must necessarily have a smaller transverse momentum
the gluon jet itself, otherwise the roles of the ‘‘subjet’’ an
‘‘gluon jet’’ would be reversed. Thus the transverse mome
tum of the gluon jet,p',gluon, defines an effective cutoff for
subjet radiation, i.e.p',cut5p',gluon. Note that the definition
of transverse momentum is ambiguous in events with ha
acolinear gluon radiation~for a discussion, see e.g.@11#!. In
the color dipole model, the transverse momentum of a glu
jet in a qq̄g event is defined by@11#
p' , gluon5
1
2
Asqgsq̄g
s
, ~2!
wheresi j ( i , j 5q,q̄,g) is the invariant mass squared of th
i j pair, ands5Ec.m.
2 with Ec.m. the event energy in the c.m
frame. Thus Eq.~2! defines the virtuality scale of gluon jet
in the qq̄g events. An experimental demonstration th
p' , gluon is an appropriate scale for gluon jets inqq̄g events
is presented in@12#.
For a gluon jet to be unbiased, its properties should
independent of the jet resolution scale~s!. In @13# it is noted
that independence from the resolution scales implies that
energy and virtuality scales are the same:
Eg* 5p' , gluon. ~3!
The boost algorithm prescription for identifying an unbias
gluon jet is then as follows@13#. Three-jet events are define
using a transverse momentum based jet algorithm. The r
lution parameter of the algorithm is adjusted for every ev
so that exactly three jets are reconstructed. After identifi
tion of the gluon jet using standard experimental techniq
~see e.g. Sec. IV!, the event is boosted to the symmetr
frame in which the angle between the gluon and quark jet
the same as the angle between the gluon and antiquark
as in Fig. 2~a!. The algebra of this boost is uniquely specifie
by the requirement of Eq.~3! ~see Sec. II in the Appendix!.
In the symmetric frame, the unbiased gluon jet is defined
all particles in a cone of half anglea5u/2 around the gluon
jet direction, whereu is the angle between the gluon jet an
the other two jets~cf. Fig. 2~a! and the discussion above!.
The energy of the unbiased jet,Eg* , is given by Eqs.~2! and
~3!.
III. DETECTOR AND DATA SAMPLE
The OPAL detector is described in detail elsewhe
@17,18#. OPAL operated from 1989 to 2000. The analys
presented here is based on the tracking system and ele
magnetic calorimeter. The tracking system consisted of a
con microvertex detector, an inner vertex chamber, a la
volume jet chamber, and specialized chambers at the o
radius of the jet chamber to improve the measurements in
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF UNBIASED GLUON JETS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 032002 ~2004!z direction.2 The tracking system covered the regionucosuu
,0.98 and was enclosed by a solenoidal magnet coil with
axial field of 0.435 T. Electromagnetic energy was measu
by a lead-glass calorimeter located outside the magnet
which also covereducosuu,0.98.
The present analysis is based on a sample of about
3106 hadronic annihilation events, corresponding to t
OPAL sample collected within 3 GeV of theZ0 peak (mZ)
from 1993 to 2000. This sample includes readout of both
r -f andz coordinates of the silicon strip microvertex dete
tor @18#. The procedures for identifying hadronic annihilatio
events are described in@19#.
We employ the tracks of charged particles reconstruc
in the tracking chambers and clusters of energy deposite
the electromagnetic calorimeter. Tracks are required to h
at least 20 measured points~of 159 possible! in the jet cham-
ber, or at least 50% of the number of points expected ba
on the track’s polar angle, whichever is larger. In additio
the tracks are required to have a momentum component
pendicular to the beam axis greater than 0.05 GeV/c, to lie
in the regionucosuu,0.96, to point to the origin to within 5
cm in ther -f plane and 30 cm in thez direction, and to yield
a reasonablex2 per degree of freedom for the track fit in th
r -f plane. Electromagnetic clusters are required to have
energy greater than 0.10 GeV if they are in the barrel sec
of the detector (ucosuu,0.82) or 0.25 GeV if they are in the
endcap section (0.82,ucosuu,0.98). A matching algorithm
@20# is used to reduce double counting of energy in ca
where charged tracks point towards electromagnetic clus
Specifically, if a charged track points towards a cluster,
cluster’s energy is redefined by subtracting the energy th
expected to be deposited in the calorimeter by the track
the energy of the cluster is smaller than this expected ene
the cluster is not used. In this way, the energies of the c
ters are primarily associated with neutral particles.
Each accepted track and cluster is considered to be a
ticle. Tracks are assigned the pion mass. Clusters are
signed zero mass since they originate mostly from photo
To eliminate residual background and events in whic
significant number of particles is lost near the beam dir
tion, the number of accepted charged tracks in an even
required to be at least five and the thrust axis of the ev
calculated using the particles, is required to sati
ucos(uthrust)u,0.90, whereu thrust is the angle between th
thrust and beam axes. The number of events that pass
cuts is about 2.773106. The residual background to thi
sample from all sources is estimated to be less than 1%
is neglected.
IV. GLUON JET SELECTION
We apply thek' jet finder to the sample of events d
scribed in Sec. III. The resolution scale,ycut , is adjusted
2Our right handed coordinate system is defined so thatz is parallel
to thee2 beam axis,x points towards the center of the LEP ring,r
is the coordinate normal to the beam axis,f is the azimuthal angle
around the beam axis with respect tox, andu is the polar angle with
respect toz.03200n
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separately for each event so that exactly three jets are re
structed. Both charged and neutral particles are used for
efinition of the jets. The jets are assigned energies using
technique of calculated energies with massless kinema
~see for example@21#!. Jet energies determined in this ma
ner are more accurate than visible jet energies, with the la
defined by a sum over the reconstructed energies of the
ticles assigned to the jet. We employ massless kinema
because the boost algorithm assumes massless jets~see Sec.
II and the Appendix!. The jets are ordered such that jet 1 h
the largest energy and jet 3 the smallest energy.
Due to the gluon radiation spectrum ine1e2→qq̄g
events, jet 1 is likely to be a quark (q or q̄) jet. We therefore
assume jet 1 is always a quark jet. We then use the techn
of displaced secondary vertices to identify the other qu
jet. Displaced secondary vertices are associated with he
quark decay, especially that of theb quark. At LEP,b quarks
are produced almost exclusively at the electroweak ver
thus a jet containing ab hadron is almost always a quark je
To reconstruct secondary vertices in jets, we use the me
described in@22#. For jets with a secondary vertex, th
signed decay length,L, is calculated with respect to the pr
mary vertex, along with its uncertainty,sL . To be tagged as
a quark jet, a jet is required to contain a successfully rec
structed secondary vertex withL/sL.3.0. We select events
for which exactly one of the lower energy jets is tagged a
quark jet. The remaining lower energy jet in these event
identified as the gluon jet.
We next examine the selected events as a function of
energyEg* @see Eq.~3!# of the identified gluon jet.Eg* is
calculated using the jet 4-momenta in the laboratory fra
and the Lorentz invariant expression Eq.~2!. We requireEg*
to be at least 5.0 GeV so that the jet is well defined. F
5.0<Eg* ,9.5 GeV, the estimated gluon jet purity is abo
80% or larger once the final selection cuts have been app
~see below!. For values ofEg* above this, the purity is lower
because the assumption that jet 1 is a quark jet becomes
accurate as the gluon jet energy increases. Therefore
Eg* >9.5 GeV, we impose additional requirements on t
two identified quark jets. A quark jet in an event with 9
<Eg* ,16.0 GeV is required to contain a successfully reco
structed secondary vertex withL/sL.3.0 if it is either jet 1
or 2, or L/sL.5.0 if it is jet 3. These cuts account for th
fact that theL/sL distributions of jets depend upon the j
energy. For events with 16.0<Eg* ,20.0 GeV, a quark jet is
required to contain a secondary vertex withL/sL.5.0 irre-
spective of whether it is jet 1, 2, or 3. We retain events
which the two identified quark jets~as defined in the preced
ing paragraph! satisfy these more stringent requirements. W
do not consider gluon jets withEg* >20.0 GeV because o
the low event statistics.
The resultingqq̄g sample contains many events with so
or nearly colinear jets. To eliminate these events, we imp
cuts on the jet energies and angles with respect to the o
jets. Besides the requirementEg* >5.0 GeV for gluon jets,
mentioned above, we determine the following scale for qu
jets in the laboratory frame:2-5
and
entire
ABBIENDI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 032002 ~2004!TABLE I. Bins in the unbiased jet energyEg* , and the corresponding number of jets, mean energies,
estimated purities, for the gluon jets in our final event sample. The last row gives the results for the
sample. For thêEg* & and purity results, the first uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic.
Bin in Eg* ~GeV! Number of jets ^Eg* & ~GeV! Purity ~%!
5.0–5.5 4022 5.2560.0160.01 88.860.461.4
5.5–6.5 6652 5.9860.0160.01 87.360.361.6
6.5–7.5 5017 6.9860.0160.01 84.260.462.3
7.5–9.5 7390 8.4360.0160.01 79.260.362.2
9.5–13.0 1713 10.9260.0260.04 94.560.363.6
13.0–16.0 485 14.2460.0460.05 86.160.964.2
16.0–20.0 117 17.7260.1160.21 73.962.568.9
5.0–20.0 25396 7.3260.0160.07 85.160.262.6de
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k jet5EjetsinS umin.2 D , ~4!
with umin. the smaller of the angles between the jet un
consideration and the other two jets. The scale Eq.~4! was
proposed in@23# ~see also@24#!. Note the similarity between
Eqs. ~1! and ~4!. We require the quark jets to satisfyk jet
>8.0 GeV. After applying all cuts, the number of select
events is 25396.
The purity of this sample is evaluated using simula
events generated with theHERWIG Monte Carlo event gen
erator, version 6.2@25#. HERWIG is chosen because it i
known to provide a better description of gluon jets ine1e2
annihilations than the available alternatives~see e.g.@7#!.
The Monte Carlo events are examined at the ‘‘detec
level.’’ The detector level includes initial-state photon rad
tion, simulation of the OPAL detector@26#, and the same
analysis procedures as are applied to the data. The det
level HERWIG sample in our study contains 63106 inclusive
Z0 events. The parameter values we use forHERWIG are
documented in@27#. We determine the directions of the pr
mary quark and antiquark from theZ0 decay after the parton
shower has terminated. The reconstructed jet closest to
direction of an evolved primary quark or antiquark is cons
ered to be a quark jet. The distinct jet closest to the evol
primary quark or antiquark not associated with this first je
considered to be the other quark jet. The remaining jet is
gluon jet. Using this method, the overall purity of the fin
gluon jet sample is found to be 85.160.2 (stat.)%.
The data are binned in seven intervals ofEg* . The bin
edges are chosen so that the mean gluon jet energy for
bins corresponds to an energy at which unbiased quark
multiplicity data are available for comparison~see Sec.
IX A 3 !. Table I summarizes the bin definition, number
gluon jets, mean jet energŷEg* &, and estimated gluon je
purity, for each bin. The systematic uncertainties attributed
the ^Eg* & and purity results are discussed in Sec. VIII.
The boost algorithm~Sect. II! is applied to the selecte
qq̄g events. Henceforth, by ‘‘gluon jet,’’ we refer to gluo
jets treated according to this prescription.
Because we rely onb quark tagging to identify gluon jets
the events we study are enriched in heavy quark jets. Th03200r
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in apparent contradiction with the assumption of the bo
algorithm that the jets are massless. TheHERWIG Monte
Carlo generator with detector simulation predicts that ab
80% of the events in the final sample areb events. In Sec.
VI, we show that this reliance onb events does not affect th
applicability of the method~see Fig. 6 below!. Also note that
the properties of hard, acolinear gluon jets do not depend
the event flavor according to QCD, as has been experim
tally demonstrated in e.g.@28#.
V. EXPERIMENTAL DISTRIBUTIONS
We study the charged particle multiplicity distributions
the identified gluon jets,ngluon
ch. . The multiplicity distributions
are presented in terms of their fractional probabilitie
P(ngluon
ch. ), and are thus normalized to have unit area. We a
study the fragmentation functions of the jets. The fragm
tation function (1/N)(dngluon
ch. /dxE* ) is defined by the inclu-
sive distribution of scaled charged particle energiesxE*
5E* /Eg* in the back-to-back frames of theqg and q̄g di-
poles @see Fig. 2~b!#. The fragmentation functions are no
malized to the number of eventsN in the respective bins o
Eg* ~see Table I!. To determine the particle energiesE* ,
particles assigned to the gluon jet in the symmetric fra
@Fig. 2~a!# are boosted to the back-to-back frames of t
dipoles using the boost factorb5cosa mentioned in Sec. II
~see also Sec. I of the Appendix!. In the data, it is not pos-
sible to know the dipole with which a particle should b
associated. Therefore, we tried both possibilities. We fou
that the same results are obtained irrespective of whethe
particles are boosted to the frame of theqg or theq̄g dipole.
We also examine the mean and first two nontrivial n
malized factorial moments of thengluon
ch. distribution, denoted
^ngluon
ch. &, F2,gluon, andF3,gluon, respectively. Normalized fac
torial moments@29# are defined by
F,5
^n~n21!•••~n2,11!&
^n&,
, ~5!
with n5ngluon
ch. and , a positive integer. Note thatF2 is di-
rectly related to the dispersion of a distribution whileF3 is2-6
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF UNBIASED GLUON JETS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 032002 ~2004!FIG. 3. Charged particle multiplicity distribu
tions of gluon jets,ngluon
ch. , for different jet ener-
giesEg* . The data have been corrected for dete
tor acceptance and resolution, for event selecti
and for gluon jet impurity. The total uncertaintie
are shown by the vertical lines, with the statistic
component delimited by small horizontal line
The data are presented in comparison to pred
tions of theHERWIG Monte Carlo event generato
at the hadron level. Two different sets of Mon
Carlo results are included: one based one1e2
events treated using the boost algorithm, and o
based on hemispheres ofgg events.th
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rlyrelated to both the skew and dispersion~see e.g.@8#!. Thus
normalized factorial moments provide information about
shape of a distribution, or equivalently about event-to-ev
fluctuations from the mean. We study normalized facto
moments because QCD predictions for the shape of m
plicity distributions are usually presented in that form~for a
review, see@30#!.
VI. TEST OF THE BOOST ALGORITHM
Before describing our results, we present a test of
boost algorithm using events generated with theHERWIG
Monte Carlo event generator. With simulated events, it
possible to compare gluon jets frome1e2 hadronicZ0 de-
cays as used in the experiment with unbiased gluon jets f
color singletgg events as used in theoretical calculations
The Monte Carlo events are examined at the ‘‘had
level.’’ The hadron level does not include initial-state rad
tion or detector simulation and utilizes all charged and n
tral particles with lifetimes greater than 3310210 s, which
are treated as stable. For the inclusiveZ0 hadronic events, we
generated a sample with 103106 events. For the gg even
samples, 103106 events were generated at each energy~see
below!.
The dashed histograms in Fig. 3 show theHERWIG predic-
tion for thengluon
ch. distributions ofZ0 events, obtained using03200e
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the boost algorithm. The results are shown for the seven
of energyEg* defined in Table I. The events are select
using the procedures described in Sec. IV for the data, ex
that the quark jet identification is performed using Mon
Carlo information as explained in Sec. IV. The solid hist
grams show the corresponding results for hemispheres ogg
events. The energies of thegg hemispheres are chosen
equal the mean energies of the jets obtained from the b
algorithm, for each bin. The solid points with uncertainti
in Fig. 3 show our corrected data: these are discusse
Sec. IX A.
The analogous results for the mean value^ngluon
ch. & and the
normalized factorial momentsF2,gluon and F3,gluon are pre-
sented in Fig. 4. The small figures above the distributions
Fig. 4 show the fractional differences between the results
the boost andgg hemisphere methods. Note that the statis
cal uncertainties of these differences are much smaller t
the differences themselves, as is also true for the other
ference plots between the boost andgg hemisphere method
presented below.
From Fig. 3 it is seen that the results of the boost alg
rithm correspond well with those of thegg hemispheres.
Nonetheless, a small shift towards lowerngluon
ch. is present in
the distributions from the boost method, as is most clea
visible from the difference plot in Fig. 4~a!. From this plot,2-7
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ABBIENDI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 032002 ~2004!FIG. 4. ~a! The mean charged
particle multiplicity value of
gluon jets,^ngluon
ch. &, as a function
of the gluon jet energyEg* . ~b,c!
The corresponding results for th
two lowest nontrivial normalized
factorial moments, F2,gluon and
F3,gluon. The data have been cor
rected for detector acceptance an
resolution, for event selection, an
for gluon jet impurity. The total
uncertainties are shown by th
vertical lines, with the statistica
component delimited by smal
horizontal lines. The data are pre
sented in comparison to predic
tions of theHERWIG Monte Carlo
event generator at the hadro
level. The small figures above
each distribution show the frac
tional differences between th
HERWIG results found using the
boost ~‘‘bo’’ ! and gg event hemi-
sphere~‘‘ gg’’ ! methods.rg
un
.
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.
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hatthe shift is seen to be about 2%, independent of the ene
This difference of 2% is comparable to the experimental
certainties~see Sec. IX A! and no correction is made for it
From the difference plots in Figs. 4~b! and~c!, it is seen that
the results forF2,gluon and F3,gluon from the boost method
agree to better than about 1% with those ofgg hemispheres,
i.e. the shapes of thengluon
ch. distributions found using the two
methods are very similar. We conclude that the boost a
rithm provides an accurate means to measure unbiased g
jet multiplicity, at least for jet energies larger than 5 GeV03200y.
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An analogous study of the gluon jet fragmentation fun
tion is presented in Fig. 5. ForEg* *11 GeV@Figs. 5~e!–~g!#,
the results of the boost andgg hemisphere methods are se
to be in reasonable agreement, i.e. the solid and das
curves are quite similar. For smaller energies@Figs. 5~a!–
~d!#, the boost algorithm predicts a significant excess of p
ticles with largexE* values compared to thegg events, how-
ever. The reason the boost method more accurately desc
the properties ofgg events as the jet energy increases is t
the assumption of massless gluon jets~Sec. II! becomes2-8
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF UNBIASED GLUON JETS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 032002 ~2004!more accurate for larger jet energies. We verified us
Monte Carlo events withEc.m. mZ that the agreement be
tween the two methods is even better forEg* values above
those in our study.
The difference plots in the top portions of Figs. 5~a!–~g!
show the fractional differences between the results of
boost andgg hemisphere methods. The difference plots
Figs. 5~a!–~f! are presented on two scales, one for 0.0<xE*
<0.50 and the other for 0.50<xE* <1.00, to improve their
visibility. For Eg* <10.92 GeV@Figs. 5~a!–~e!#, the results of
the boost algorithm are seen to deviate from those of thegg
hemispheres by up to about 20% or more, even forxE*
&0.50 where the experimental uncertainties are relativ
small ~see Sec. IX B for a discussion of the data!. For Eg*
514.24 and 17.72 GeV@Figs. 5~f! and ~g!#, the deviations
for xE* &0.50 are at most about 10% and in mostxE* bins
much less. In our study of the gluon jet fragmentation fun
tion ~Sec. IX B!, we therefore restrict our attention to the j
samples withEg* 514.24 and 17.72 GeV.
Figure 6 shows the results we obtain from applying
boost algorithm toudsandb flavor events fromHERWIG. For
simplicity, the results for thengluon
ch. distribution @Fig. 6~a!#
include all jet energies, 5<Eg* <20 GeV. The results for the
(1/N)(dngluon
ch. /dxE* ) distribution @Fig. 6~b!# are restricted to
the two highest energy bins (13<Eg* <20 GeV) for the rea-
son stated in the preceding paragraph. With the exceptio
the highest bin in Fig. 6~b! (xE* >0.80), it is seen that theuds
andb events yield essentially identical results for the glu
jet properties. This establishes that our reliance onb events
to identify gluon jets~Sec. IV! does not introduce a signifi
cant bias, i.e. the theoretical assumption of massless je
not an important consideration for the quark jets. We a
tested the massless parton assumption of the boost algo
by repeating the comparisons of thegg and boost results
shown in Figs. 3–5 after scaling the charged parti
3-momenta so that the magnitude of a particl
3-momentum equaled its energy, and found that our con
sions were unchanged.
It is interesting to establish the degree to which gluon
properties determined using the boost method are inde
dent of the jet algorithm chosen for the initial definition
the jets. Figure 7~a! shows theHERWIG prediction for the
ngluon
ch. distribution, for jets defined using the Luclus, Cam
bridge, cone and Jade@31# jet finders, in addition to thek'
jet finder used for our standard analysis. Note that the J
algorithm uses the invariant mass between jets as a res
tion criterion. The cone jet finder uses the total particle
ergy within a cone. These two jet finders—unlike the oth
three—are therefore not based on the transverse mome
p' , cut between jets and so do not correspond to the fra
work of the dipole model or boost algorithm~see Sec. II!.
The five jet algorithms are seen to yield essentially ident
results, demonstrating the independence of the boost me
from the jet finder choice. The fact that the cone and Jade
finders yield essentially the same results as the threep' , cut
based algorithms demonstrates the robustness of the b
algorithm in this respect. The corresponding results for
gluon jet fragmentation function are shown in Fig. 7~b!.03200g
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Again, all five jet algorithms are seen to yield essentia
identical results.
VII. CORRECTION PROCEDURE
We correct the data to the hadron level~Sec. VI! and for
gluon jet impurity. This allows our data to be compared mo
directly to the results of other studies and to theoretical c
culations~Sec. IX!.
The multiplicity distributions are corrected in two step
In the first step, the data are corrected for particle accepta
resolution, and secondary electromagnetic and hadronic
teractions using an unfolding matrix. The matrix is co
structed using detector level Monte Carlo events~Sec. IV!
subjected to the same analysis procedures as the data
matrix relates the value ofngluon
ch. at the detector level to the
corresponding value before the same event is processe
the detector simulation. In the second step, the data are
rected for event acceptance and selection, initial-state ra
tion and gluon jet impurity using bin-by-bin factors. Th
factors are constructed by taking the ratio of hadron to
tector level Monte Carlo predictions. The method of bin-b
bin corrections is described in@32#. The matrices and bin-by
bin factors are determined usingHERWIG. The matrices
indicate that about 80% of the events exhibit a migration
onengluon
ch. bin or less between the detector and hadron lev
About 50% of the events have the same value ofngluon
ch. at the
two levels. The overall size of the corrections, including t
bin-by-bin factors, varies from about 10 to 30%.
The fragmentation functions are corrected using the b
by-bin method, also based onHERWIG. A matrix procedure is
not used for the fragmentation functions because they
clude more than one entry per event. The typical size of
corrections is 15%.
VIII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
To evaluate systematic uncertainties for the correc
data, we repeated the analysis with the changes given in
list below. The differences between the standard results
those found using each of these conditions were used to
fine symmetric systematic uncertainties. The systematic
certainties were added in quadrature to define the total
tematic uncertainties. The systematic uncertainty evalua
for each bin was averaged with the results from its t
neighbors to reduce the effect of bin-to-bin fluctuations. T
single neighbor was used for bins at the ends of the distr
tions.
The applied changes are as follows.
~1! The ARIADNE Monte Carlo@33#, version 4.11, and the
JETSETMonte Carlo@34#, version 7.4, were used to co
rect the data, rather thanHERWIG. Samples of six million
ARIADNE and JETSET events at the detector level~Sec.
IV ! were used for this purpose. The parameter val
used for these two models are given in@27# and @28#,
respectively.
~2! Charged tracks alone were used for the data and Mo
Carlo samples with detector simulation, rather th2-9
wn by the
ns of the
between
ABBIENDI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 032002 ~2004!FIG. 5. Charged particle fragmentation functions of gluon jets, (1/N)(dngluon
ch. /dxE* ), for different jet energy valuesEg* . The data have
been corrected for detector acceptance and resolution, for event selection, and for gluon jet impurity. The total uncertainties are sho
vertical lines, with the statistical component delimited by small horizontal lines. The data are presented in comparison to predictio
HERWIG Monte Carlo event generator at the hadron level. The small figures above each distribution show the fractional differences
the HERWIG results found using the boost~‘‘bo’’ ! andgg event hemisphere~‘‘ gg’’ ! methods.032002-10
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF UNBIASED GLUON JETS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 032002 ~2004!FIG. 6. Hadron level results from theHERWIG
Monte Carlo generator for the~a! ngluon
ch. and ~b!
(1/N)(dngluon
ch. /dxE* ) distributions, foruds and b
flavor events. The results in~a! are given for jet
energies 5<Eg* <20 GeV, corresponding to the
range for which we find the boost method to b
applicable for the ngluon
ch. distribution. Analo-
gously, the results in~b! are given for 13<Eg*
<20 GeV, corresponding to the more limite
range for which we find the boost method to b
applicable for the (1/N)(dngluon
ch. /dxE* ) distribu-
tion.d
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charged tracks plus electromagnetic clusters~note: in the
standard analysis, electromagnetic clusters are use
the definition of the jets, see Sec. IV!.
~3! The particle selection was further varied, first by restri
ing charged tracks and electromagnetic clusters to
central region of the detector,ucosuu,0.70, rather than
ucosuu,0.96 for the charged tracks anducosuu,0.98 for
the clusters, and second by increasing the minim
transverse momentum of charged tracks with respec
the beam axis from 0.05 GeV/c to 0.15 GeV/c.
~4! The quark jet tagging requirements were changed by
quiring the decay length of the lower energy quark jet
satisfy L/sL.2.0 for 5.0<Eg* ,9.5 GeV, rather than
L/sL.3.0, and at the same time by requiring the dec
lengths of jets 1 and 2 to satisfyL/sL.2.0 for 9.5
<Eg* ,16.0 GeV, again rather thanL/sL.3.0. This re-
sulted in 35 607 events with an estimated purity
80.560.1 (stat.)%. As anadditional check on the quar
jet selection we increased the minimumk jet value of
quark jets@see Eq.~4!# from 8 to 10 GeV, with theL/sL
requirements at their standard values. This resulted in
128 events with an estimated purity of 85
60.2 (stat.)%.
For the first item, the largest of the described differen
with respect to the standard result was assigned as the
tematic uncertainty, and similarly for the third and four
items.
The largest contribution to the systematic uncertain
generally arose from usingARIADNE or JETSETto correct the03200in
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data. The second largest contribution generally arose f
using charged particles alone or from restricting particles
ucosuu,0.70.
Systematic uncertainties were also evaluated for the gl
jet purities listed in Table I. These uncertainties were deriv
by repeating the analysis using each of the systematic va
tions given in the above list, except for item~4! since this
check is specifically designed to alter the purities. The res
are given in Table I. Similarly, the systematic uncertaint
listed in Table I for the mean gluon jet energies^Eg* & were
derived using the systematic variations in the above list,
cept for item~1! since data at the detector level do not d
pend on Monte Carlo simulations.
IX. RESULTS
A. Multiplicity distributions
The corrected multiplicity distributions are shown by th
solid points with uncertainties in Fig. 3. The vertical line
show the total uncertainties, with statistical and system
terms added in quadrature. Statistical uncertainties w
evaluated for the corrected data using 50 independ
samples of Monte Carlo events at the hadron level, each w
about the same event statistics as the data~this comment
applies to all the corrected measurements presented in
paper!. The statistical components of the uncertainties
delimited by small horizontal lines~for some points the sta
tistical uncertainties are too small to be visible!. These data
are listed in Tables II–IV. The corresponding results f
^ngluon
ch. &, F2,gluon, and F3,gluon are presented in Fig. 4 an
Table V.e
e
e
d
FIG. 7. Hadron level results from theHERWIG
Monte Carlo generator for the~a! ngluon
ch. and ~b!
(1/N)(dngluon
ch. /dxE* ) distributions, for different
choices of the jet finding algorithm used for th
initial definition of gluon jets. The results in~a!
are given for jet energies 5<Eg* <20 GeV, cor-
responding to the range for which we find th
boost method to be applicable for thengluon
ch. dis-
tribution. Analogously, the results in~b! are given
for 13<Eg* <20 GeV, corresponding to the mor
limited range for which we find the boost metho
to be applicable for the (1/N)(dngluon
ch. /dxE* ) dis-
tribution.2-11
, and for
ABBIENDI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 032002 ~2004!TABLE II. The charged particle multiplicity distribution of gluon jets,ngluon
ch. , for Eg* 55.25, 5.98, and
6.98 GeV. The data have been corrected for detector acceptance and resolution, for event selection
gluon jet impurity. The first uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic.
ngluon
ch. P(ngluon
ch. ), Eg* 55.25 GeV P(ngluon
ch. ), Eg* 55.98 GeV P(ngluon
ch. ), Eg* 56.98 GeV
0 0.0036 0.000960.0036 0.002560.000560.0025 0.001960.000460.0019
1 0.0266 0.002160.0068 0.019060.001460.0040 0.011760.001160.0069
2 0.080860.0046 0.0093 0.061860.0026 0.0048 0.042760.002260.0057
3 0.149060.006760.0078 0.1186 0.0046 0.0044 0.094360.0046 0.0073
4 0.198260.006360.0058 0.179460.005760.0029 0.149460.005260.0099
5 0.19960.00660.012 0.193560.004460.0050 0.185760.005860.0088
6 0.15460.00660.010 0.176960.004060.0061 0.180360.005060.0078
7 0.100060.0046 0.0059 0.1236 0.004360.0042 0.142260.004860.0069
8 0.054560.002960.0049 0.071060.002960.0024 0.096160.004460.0064
9 0.023060.002160.0012 0.033060.002060.0019 0.054360.002960.0053
10 0.007960.001260.0012 0.013960.001160.0018 0.0256 0.002060.0035
11 0.0023260.00046 0.00071 0.005060.000760.0014 0.0106 0.001160.0020
12 0.0004160.0002860.00041 0.0012960.0003860.00077 0.003960.000760.0010
13 — 0.0003460.00016 0.00031 0.0009460.0004360.00055
14 — — 0.0001760.0001760.00017
15 — — 0.0001760.00006 0.00017fo
e-
with
r re-
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ti
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is-In Fig. 8 we again present the corrected results
^ngluon
ch. &, F2,gluon, andF3,gluon, this time including our direct
measurements atEg* 540.1 GeV @8,9# based on e
1e2
→qq̄gincl. events. Figure 8~a! also includes a direct measur
ment of ^ngluon
ch. & from the CLEO Collaboration atEg*
55.2 GeV@5#, based on radiativeY(3S) decays. The open
TABLE III. The charged particle multiplicity distribution of
gluon jets,ngluon
ch. , for Eg* 58.43 and 10.92 GeV. The data have be
corrected for detector acceptance and resolution, for event selec
and for gluon jet impurity. The first uncertainty is statistical and t
second systematic.
ngluon
ch. P(ngluon
ch. ), Eg* 58.43 GeV P(ngluon
ch. ), Eg* 510.92 GeV
0 0.001260.000360.0012 0.000860.000460.0008
1 0.006960.001060.0066 0.004760.001260.0047
2 0.028060.001960.0075 0.015260.002860.0047
3 0.0646 0.002960.0078 0.037360.004360.0052
4 0.115760.003560.0075 0.074960.006060.0062
5 0.162160.005260.0085 0.108360.007160.0063
6 0.178360.004360.0080 0.141960.008060.0082
7 0.163260.004560.0086 0.153060.008760.0061
8 0.120760.003960.0073 0.142860.008560.0063
9 0.0756 0.003160.0064 0.117360.007560.0066
10 0.044360.002160.0053 0.086260.007060.0053
11 0.0226 0.001060.0031 0.055060.005560.0033
12 0.010360.000860.0020 0.032060.003460.0032
13 0.004460.0006 0.0012 0.017260.003160.0030
14 0.0014160.0004360.00071 0.007460.001960.0016
15 0.0004860.0002260.00032 0.004260.001360.0011
16 0.0001960.0000760.00015 0.001160.000560.0011
17 — 0.000460.000460.0004
18 — 0.0001860.0001860.0001803200rpoints in Fig. 8~a! show our earlier results@12# based on
subtracting multiplicities inqq̄ and qq̄g events@11#. The
results from the present study are seen to be consistent
these latter data, and are considerably more precise. Ou
sults are also consistent with the CLEO measurement.
From Fig. 4~a! @or Fig. 8~a!# it is seen that the energ
evolution of^ngluon
ch. & is well described byHERWIG. The HER-
WIG predictions for the higher momentsF2,gluon andF3,gluon
on, TABLE IV. The charged particle multiplicity distribution of
gluon jets,ngluon
ch. , for Eg* 514.24 and 17.72 GeV. The data hav
been corrected for detector acceptance and resolution, for e
selection, and for gluon jet impurity. The first uncertainty is stat
tical and the second systematic.
ngluon
ch. P(ngluon
ch. ), Eg* 514.24 GeV P(ngluon
ch. ), Eg* 517.72 GeV
0 0.000160.000160.0001 0.0000460.0000160.00004
1 0.000560.000560.0005 0.000460.000460.0004
2 0.006860.002860.0036 0.001360.001360.0013
3 0.017960.004760.0062 0.008060.007260.0057
4 0.036360.007860.0079 0.01860.01360.011
5 0.07260.01160.008 0.04760.01860.014
6 0.09960.01360.006 0.06760.02360.019
7 0.13160.01660.010 0.10260.03360.016
8 0.13760.01460.010 0.10360.02960.023
9 0.13260.01360.007 0.12560.03460.027
10 0.116 0.01660.006 0.14360.03160.023
11 0.092460.01360.006 0.12860.02960.024
12 0.06760.01260.006 0.15360.03160.051
13 0.04760.01060.006 0.05460.02060.046
14 0.02560.00660.007 0.02260.01860.022
15 0.0144760.002060.0040 0.01760.01360.017
16 0.005160.001960.0039 0.01060.01060.0092-12
d for
inty is
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF UNBIASED GLUON JETS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 032002 ~2004!TABLE V. The mean,^ngluon
ch. &, and first two nontrivial normalized factorial moments,F2,gluon, and
F3,gluon, of the charged particle multiplicity distribution of gluon jets. The data have been correcte
detector acceptance and resolution, for event selection, and for gluon jet impurity. The first uncerta
statistical and the second systematic.
Eg* ^ngluon
ch. & F2,gluon F3,gluon
5.25 4.80360.03060.047 0.952860.003060.0087 0.86360.00860.020
5.98 5.19060.03060.062 0.956 0.00260.011 0.87060.00660.027
6.98 5.67760.03060.074 0.96360.00260.011 0.89160.00660.026
8.43 6.29160.03060.090 0.97060.00260.011 0.91560.00560.027
10.92 7.37860.06260.077 0.98960.00460.011 0.96460.01260.026
14.24 8.6260.1360.10 0.98860.00560.015 0.96060.01660.041
17.72 9.5260.3060.33 0.97360.00760.029 0.91460.02160.078fr
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are also in reasonable agreement with the data, as seen
Figs. 4~b! and 4~c! @or Figs. 8~b! and 8~c!#, although the
Monte Carlo curves lie somewhat below the measurem
for jet energies smaller than about 12 GeV.
In the following, we present fits of QCD expressions
the ^ngluon
ch. &, F2,gluon, and F3,gluon data. The theoretical ex
pressions are at the ‘‘parton level.’’ The corresponding d
tributions are denoted̂ngluon
parton&, F2,gluon
parton , and F3,gluon
parton . The
parton level is based on quarks and gluons present at the
of the perturbative shower. The theoretical results are c
pared to the charged particle hadron level data,3 without had-
ronization corrections. By hadronization correction, we me
the ratio of the parton to hadron level predictions from
QCD Monte Carlo program, e.g.HERWIG. We do not apply
hadronization corrections because they are model depen
The fitted parameters therefore incorporate effects from h
ronization, in addition to possible effects from approxim
tions in the QCD expressions themselves. Our strategy i
compare the parameter values obtained from different di
butions~where appropriate! to see whether they are genera
similar despite hadronization, and thereby to test the glo
consistency of the formalism in a qualitative way.
1. 3NLO perturbative expressions
A QCD analytic calculation of the energy evolution
^ngluon
parton&, valid to the next-to-next-to-next-to-leading ord
~3NLO! of perturbation theory, is presented in@35#. So far,
only two tests of this expression have been performed.
first test@35# is based on two data points only: thegincl. and
Y(3S)-derived results shown in Fig. 8~a!. The second tes
@12# is based on these same two data points and the
direct measurements shown by the open symbols in Fig. 8~a!.
3NLO analytic results forF2,gluon
parton and F3,gluon
parton are presented
in @36#. So far, there have been no experimental tests of
energy evolution of these expressions.
The solid curve in Fig. 8~a! shows the result of a two
parameterx2 fit of the 3NLO expression for̂ngluon
parton& to the
^ngluon
ch. & data. The fit is performed assumingF55, wherenF
3The issue of how this comparison differs from one based on b
charged and neutral particles at the hadron level is addressed in
IX A 1.03200om
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is the number of active quark flavors in the perturbative st
of an event. Essentially identical curves are obtained ifnF
53 or 4 ~see below! is used instead. The fitted data are t
seven measurements of^ngluon
ch. & from the present study~see
Table V! and thegincl. andY(3S) results shown in Fig. 8~a!.
The fits are performed using statistical uncertainties only
determine thex2. The fitted parameters are the QCD sca
parameterL and an overall normalization constantK ~see
@35#!. Note thatL is strongly correlated withLMS @37# but is
not necessarily the same. Note also that there is an ambig
in the appropriate value to use fornF becausec andb quarks
are rarely produced in the perturbative evolution of jets
LEP. The fitted parameter values and correspondingx2 re-
sults are listed in the top portion of Table VI. The results a
given for nF53, 4, and 5. The systematic uncertainties
tributed to the parameters are defined by adding the follo
ing contributions in quadrature:~1! the uncertainty of the
fitted parameters returned by the fitting routine when
total uncertainties of the data are used to perform the
rather than the statistical uncertainties only~note: point-to-
point systematic uncertainties are treated as uncorrela!;
~2! the difference between the results of the standard fit
those found by fitting only thêngluon
ch. & data of Table V@i.e.
excluding thegincl. andY(3S) measurements#.
From Fig. 8~a! and Table VI, it is seen that the 3NLO
expression provides a good description of the^ngluon
ch. & mea-
surements, i.e.x2/(degrees of freedom)50.74 for nF55,
with slightly higher x2 for nF53 and 4. The resultL
50.29660.037 (stat.1syst.) GeV we find for nF55 is
much more similar to the corresponding quark jet result,L
50.19060.032 (stat.) GeV @12#, than to the valueL
50.6060.06 (stat.) GeVfound previously @12# ~‘‘stat.
1syst.’’ means the statistical and systematic terms have b
added in quadrature!. Our data therefore provide a much im
proved demonstration of the consistency of the 3NLO
pressions for the scale dependence of unbiased quark
gluon jet multiplicities than previously available.
The solid curves in Figs. 8~b! and 8~c! show the corre-
sponding results of fits of the 3NLO expressions forF2,gluon
parton
andF3,gluon
parton to the data. We note that the hadronization c
rections predicted forF2,gluon andF3,gluon ~from HERWIG! ex-
hibit a significant dependence on energy, especially forEg*
&12 GeV. The hadronization correction predicted f
th
ec.2-13
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ABBIENDI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 032002 ~2004!FIG. 8. ~a! The mean charged particle mult
plicity value of gluon jets,̂ ngluon
ch. &, as a function
of the gluon jet energyEg* . The data have been
corrected for detector acceptance and resoluti
for event selection, and for gluon jet impurity
The total uncertainties are shown by the vertic
lines, with the statistical component delimited b
small horizontal lines.~b!,~c! The corresponding
results for the two lowest nontrivial normalize
factorial moments,F2,gluon andF3,gluon. The data
are presented in comparison to the result of QC
analytic calculations, and to theHERWIG Monte
Carlo predictions, at the hadron level.2
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ndF2,gluon changes by about 19% for 5<Eg* <12 GeV, for ex-
ample ~from 0.70 to 0.83!, compared to about 12% for 1
<Eg* <40 GeV ~from 0.83 to 0.93!. For F3,gluon, the results
are 71%~from 0.34 to 0.58! and 43%~from 0.58 to 0.83!,
respectively.~In comparison, the hadronization correctio
predicted for thê ngluon
ch. & distribution in Fig. 8~a! changes by
only about 10% and 6% over these intervals, correspond
to corrections of 0.39, 0.35, and 0.33 at 5, 12, and 40 Ge!
Therefore, the fits of the 3NLO expressions forF2,gluon
parton and
F3,gluon
parton shown in Figs. 8~b! and 8~c! are restricted to the thre
data points withEg* .12 GeV, i.e. the data at 14.24, 17.7
and 40.1 GeV. The results of the fits are listed in the cen
and bottom portions of Table VI. SinceF2,gluon
parton and F3,gluon
parton
are normalized moments, they are independent of an ov
normalization factor, i.e.L is the only free parameter. Th
x2/(degrees of freedom) of these fits are seen to be q
large ~Table VI!: this is because the statistical uncertaint03200g
.
al
all
te
s
are relatively small and theF2,gluon and F3,gluon measure-
ments at 17.72 GeV are low compared to the correspond
data at 14.24 GeV and 40.1 GeV@see Figs. 8~b! and 8~c!#.
Note, however, that theF2,gluon andF3,gluon measurements a
17.72 GeV have large systematic uncertainties and that
fitted curves in Figs. 8~b! and 8~c! describe the energy evo
lution of F2,gluonandF3,gluon from 14 to 40 GeV quite well if
the total uncertainties of the measurements are considere
contrast, the 3NLO curves lie below the data at smaller
ergies.
The systematic uncertainties attributed to theL values
found from fitting theF2,gluonandF3,gluondata~Table VI! are
defined by adding the following contributions in quadratu
~1! the uncertainty of the fitted parameters returned by
fitting routine when the total uncertainties of the data a
used to perform the fit, rather than the statistical uncertain
only; ~2! the difference between the standard results a2-14
tistical
EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF UNBIASED GLUON JETS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 032002 ~2004!TABLE VI. Results of fits of the 3NLO expressions for^ngluon
ch. & @35#, F2,gluon, andF3,gluon@36# to our data.
The x2 values are based on the statistical uncertainties of the data points. The first uncertainty is sta
and the second systematic.
nF L ~GeV! K x
2/~degrees of freedom!
3 0.47060.02760.050 0.1366 0.004760.0084 6.2/7
^ngluon
ch. & 4 0.38560.02460.046 0.116460.004260.0080 5.6/7
5 0.296 0.01960.038 0.0986 0.003760.0073 5.2/7
3 0.166 0.01260.049 — 8.7/2
F2,gluon 4 0.14360.00960.042 — 8.2/2
5 0.11460.00960.032 — 8.2/2
3 0.05160.00460.016 — 8.4/2
F3,gluon 4 0.04060.00360.013 — 8.4/2
5 0.02960.00260.011 — 8.1/2.9
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re-rthose found by repeating the fits including the data at 10
GeV; ~3! the difference between the standard results
those found by repeating the fits excluding thegincl. measure-
ments at 40.1 GeV. The open band in Fig. 8~b! shows the
uncertainty of the 3NLO curve, defined by increasing or d
creasingL by one standard deviation of its total uncertain
as determined using theF2,gluon data. The corresponding on
standard deviation band for theF3,gluon curve is too small to
be visible.
The fitted results forL from F2,gluon and F3,gluon, viz.
0.114 and 0.029 GeV~for nF55), differ from each other and
also from the resultL50.296 GeV found from the fit to the
^ngluon
ch. & data~Table VI!. These differences may be a cons
quence of the different energy dependence of the hadron
tion corrections for the three distributions, predicted to
more substantial forF3,gluon than forF2,gluon, and forF2,gluon
than for ^ngluon
ch. &, as discussed above. For purposes of co
parison, it is interesting to express theseL results in terms of
the coupling strength at theZ0 pole, aS(mZ).
4 The fittedL
results for ^ngluon
ch. &, F2,gluon, and F3,gluon correspond to
aS(mZ)50.12360.002, 0.10760.003, and 0.09060.002,
respectively, where the statistical and systematic uncert
ties have been added in quadrature. SinceL in the 3NLO
calculations does not correspond toLMS, these values of
aS(mZ) cannot be compared directly to the world avera
aS(mZ)50.11760.002 @39#. Furthermore they cannot b
compared directly to each other since the effects of hadr
zation are different for thêngluon
ch. &, F2,gluon, andF3,gluon dis-
tributions as noted above. Nonetheless, the threeaS results
are globally similar to each other and to the world avera
value, i.e. they are more similar toaS;0.1 than to e.g.aS
;0.01 or 1.0. It is notable that the 3NLO results forF2,gluon
parton
and F3,gluon
parton found using these qualitatively sensible valu
(aS;0.1) are much more similar to the experimental me
surements in Figs. 8~b! and 8~c! than to the leading orde
QCD predictions of 4/3 and 9/4, respectively@36#. In this
general sense, the 3NLO calculations provide a qualitativ
consistent and successful description of the gluon jet mu
4We relateL to aS(mZ) using the two-loop formula given, fo
example, by~75! in @38#.032002
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plicity data, at least forEg* *14 GeV.
We note that most of the multiplicity in high energy jets
generated by hard, virtual gluons, common to both char
and neutral particles at the hadron level. As a conseque
the shapes of the multiplicity distributions of neutral a
charged hadrons are expected to be very similar, so th
makes no difference if parton level expressions are compa
to charged particle data only~as is done here! or to data
including neutral hadrons as well. The shapes of the mu
plicity distributions of charged and neutral particles at t
hadron level can differ, however, because of resonance
cays that introduce correlations, e.g. inp0→gg decays,
which produce most of the stable neutral particles at the h
ron level. Using hadron levelHERWIG events, we verified tha
the fitted results forL from the^ngluon&, F2,gluon, andF3,gluon
distributions are almost identical if neutral particles at t
hadron level are used to define the multiplicity distribution
rather than charged particles, as long as thep0 is declared
stable. The results for the normalization constantK in the
3NLO expression for̂ngluon
parton& differ in the fits for neutral and
charged hadrons, however, because the mean numbe
charged and neutral hadrons are not the same.
2. Fixed aS expressions
Analytic expressions for̂ ngluon
parton&, F2,gluon
parton , and F3,gluon
parton
have also been derived assuming a fixed value ofaS @40,41#.
By assumingaS is fixed, the QCD evolution equations fo
multiplicity can be solved exactly, without recourse to a p
turbative approximation~for a recent review, see@38#!. The
solutions based on fixedaS therefore more completely incor
porate such higher order effects as energy conservation
do the 3NLO calculations. On the other hand, the fixedaS
results do not account for the change inaS with scale.
The dashed curve in Fig. 8~a! shows the result of a fit of
the fixedaS expression for gluon jet multiplicity@40#,
^ngluon
parton&5S Eg*Q0D
g
, ~6!
to the ^ngluon
ch. & data. The fitted data are the seven measu
ments of^ngluon
ch. & in Table V and thegincl. andY(3S) results2-15
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ABBIENDI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 032002 ~2004!in Fig. 8~a!. The fitted parameters areg and Q0 . Q0 is a
cutoff for soft gluon radiation whileg is the so-called
anomalous dimension of QCD, which takes into account p
turbative corrections to the coupling strength. The results
g50.54860.009 (stat.)60.028 (syst,) and Q050.295
60.017 (stat.)60.053 (syst.) GeV, where the systema
uncertainties are evaluated as explained for the 3NLO fi
^ngluon
ch. & in Sec. IX A 1. Thex2/(degrees of freedom) is 21/7
larger than the result found using the 3NLO expression~see
Table VI!. The fixed aS calculation provides a reasonab
description of the data within the total uncertainties of t
measurements, however.
Assuming a specific value fornF , i.e. nF53, 4, or 5, our
result for g can be used to derive values foraS and r g/q ,
wherer g/q is the ratio between the mean particle multiplic
ties of gluon and quark jets:
r g/q5
^ngluon&
^nquark&
, ~7!
@see e.g.~120! and ~121! in @38# and the ensuing text!. The
results are given in Table VII. Note that sinceaS is constant
in this formalism, as isr g/q , there is an ambiguity in the
energy scale of these results. This ambiguity may partly
plain the large valueaS;0.3 we obtain for the coupling
strength. In addition, the assumption thataS is constant is
not entirely realistic for the energy range of our study. F
these reasons, the results foraS in Table VII are not very
meaningful. They are included for completeness only.
contrast, the results forr g/q are found to be only weakly
dependent on the energy scale and on the correspon
variation inaS @40# and thus have more significance. For t
multiplicity ratio, we obtainr g/q'1.7. This result is dis-
cussed further in Sec. IX A 3.
The fixedaS expressions forF2,gluon andF3,gluon @41# de-
pend onnF and g. Because these expressions are com
cated, we do not fit them to data but instead evaluate th
using the result forg found by fitting the^ngluon
ch. & measure-
ments@cf. the dashed curve Fig. 8~a!#. The results, evaluate
for nF55, are shown by the dashed lines in Figs. 8~b! and
8~c!. Almost identical results are obtained fornF53 or 4.
The shaded regions indicate the total uncertainties, defi
by repeating the study after increasing or decreasingg by its
total uncertainty~see above!. The fixed aS prediction for
F2,gluon@Fig. 8~b!# is seen to accommodate the data within
fairly large uncertainty. The corresponding result forF3,gluon
TABLE VII. Results for aS and r g/q from fitting the fixedaS
expression for̂ ngluon
ch. & @40# to our data. Note that the energy sca
associated with these results is ambiguous~see text!. The first un-
certainty is statistical and the second systematic.
nF aS r g/q
3 0.29360.01660.035 1.71860.01460.040
4 0.29760.01760.036 1.69760.01460.041
5 0.30160.01760.036 1.67960.01460.04203200r-
re
o
x-
r
n
ing
i-
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ed
@Fig. 8~c!# agrees with the data point at 40.1 GeV but li
above the measurements at lower energies.
3. Comparison to quark jets
It is interesting to compare the results of Table V to co
responding measurements for quark jets. This allows furt
tests of QCD calculations.
The particle multiplicity of unbiased quark jets has be
measured at many scales. For our study, we choose re
from the ARGUS@42#, JADE @43#, and HRS@44# experi-
ments at c.m. energies of 10.5, 12.0, and 29.0 GeV, and f
the TASSO@45# experiment at 14.0, 22.0, and 34.5 GeV. W
select these data because the quark jet energies, given by
the c.m. values, correspond to the mean energies^Eg* & of our
gluon jets, with the exception of the sample with^Eg* &
58.43 GeV~see Table I!.
Figure 9a shows the ratio of the mean charged part
multiplicities between gluon and quark jets,r g/q @see Eq.
~7!#, for the six energies for which the quark jet scales c
respond to our gluon data. The analogous results forF2 and
F3, denotedF2
g/q andF3
g/q , are shown in Figs. 9~b! and 9~c!.
The latter results are limited to energies of 6.98, 10.
14.24, and 17.72 GeV because information about higher
ments of the quark jet~hemisphere! multiplicity distributions
is not available for the other energies. Figures 9~a!–~c! in-
clude our previous measurements at 40.1 GeV@8,9#. Figure
9~a! also includes the result forr g/q we obtain by dividing
the CLEO @5# and ARGUS@42# measurements of unbiase
gluon and quark multiplicities, respectively. The quark
data have in all cases been corrected for the small differen
in energy between the gluon and corresponding quark
samples, and for the presence ofc and b flavored jets. The
reason for this latter correction is that the theoretical res
for r g/q assume massless quarks. The corrections were d
mined using bin-by-bin factors derived fromHERWIG. The
total corrections for the mean multiplicities of quark jets a
about 10% and are approximately independent of ene
The corresponding corrections for theF2 and F3 distribu-
tions of quark jets are about 1% and 3%, respectively. V
similar results are obtained usingJETSETandARIADNE.
The dotted and dash-dotted curves in Fig. 9~a! show the
HERWIG predictions forr g/q at the hadron and parton level
It is seen that the parton and hadron level results are v
similar, even for small energiesEg* ;5 GeV. We conclude
that hadronization effects are small forr g/q . Comparing the
dotted and dash-dotted curves in Figs. 9~b! and 9~c!, it is
seen that the hadronization corrections predicted forF2
g/q and
F3
g/q are fairly large and have a significant dependence
energy. The hadronization correction ofF2
g/q is predicted to
be about 20% forEg* 57 GeV, decreasing to about 12%
14 GeV and 6% at 40 GeV. The corresponding values
F3
g/q are 50%, 25%, and 12%.
A 3NLO analytic expression forr g/q is presented in@46#.
L is the only free parameter in this expression. The op
band in Fig. 9~a! shows the results we obtain by evaluatin
this expression usingnF55. The lower edge of the ban
corresponds toL50.296 GeV, i.e. the value from Sec
IX A 1 from the fit of the 3NLO expression for̂ngluon
ch. &. The2-16
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de-
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF UNBIASED GLUON JETS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 032002 ~2004!FIG. 9. ~a! The ratio between the mea
charged particle multiplicities of unbiased gluo
andudsflavored quark jets,r g/q , as a function of
jet energy. The data have been corrected for
tector acceptance and resolution, for event sel
tion, and for gluon jet impurity. The vertical line
indicate the total uncertainties. Statistical unce
tainties are too small to be visible.~b!,~c! The
corresponding results for the factorial momen
of the multiplicity distributions,F2 andF3. The
data are presented in comparison to the results
QCD calculations, and to theHERWIG Monte
Carlo predictions at the hadron and parton leveal
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hatupper edge shows the result using the corresponding v
@12# for unbiased quark jet multiplicity,L50.190 GeV. The
3NLO prediction is seen to lie 15–20% above the data.
also tried to fit the 3NLO expression forr g/q to the data in
Fig. 9~a!. We find that the theoretical expression is unable
simultaneously provide a good description of the data at b
low and high energies. A fit of the three highest energy po
~14.24, 17.72, and 40.1 GeV! yields L51.07
60.16 (stat.) GeV, with ax2/(degrees of freedom) of 6.1/2
This value ofL is considerably larger than that found fro
the fit to the^ngluon
ch. & data, mentioned above. In contrast
r g/q , 3NLO perturbative expressions forF2
g/q and F3
g/q are
not yet available.
The long-dashed line in Fig. 9~a! shows the prediction o
the fixedaS calculation forr g/q , assumingnF55 ~see Table
VII !. The shaded band corresponds to the one standard
viation total uncertainty for this quantity~Table VII!. The
corresponding results forF2
g/q and F3
g/q are shown in Figs.
9~b! and 9~c!. The fixedaS result forF2
g/q is determined by03200ue
e
o
th
ts
de-
taking the ratio of theF2 expressions for gluon and quar
jets @41#, using aS50.301 from Table VII. The fixedaS
result for F3
g/q is determined in an analogous manner. T
overall description ofr g/q by the fixedaS calculation@Fig.
9~a!# is seen to be similar to that of the 3NLO result, being
somewhat better agreement with the data at high ener
(Eg* '40 GeV) and in worse agreement at low energ
(Eg* &10 GeV). The fixedaS prediction forF2
g/q @Fig. 9~b!#
is in good agreement with the measurements, while
prediction forF3
g/q @Fig. 9~c!# is in good agreement forEg*
*14 GeV. Given the significant hadronization correctio
predicted for these last two distributions, discussed abo
the good agreement between the data and fixedaS results in
Figs. 9~b! and 9~c! may be somewhat accidental.
A theoretical result forr g/q has also been determined
the context of the dipole model@48#. This result is shown by
the short-dashed curve in Fig. 9~a!. The dipole model predic-
tion is seen to lie above the data, but to be in somew2-17
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ABBIENDI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 032002 ~2004!FIG. 10. The charged particle fragmentatio
function of gluon jets, (1/N)(dngluon
ch. /dxE* ), for
~a! Eg* 514.24 and~b! 17.72 GeV. The data have
been corrected for detector acceptance and re
lution, for event selection, and for gluon jet im
purity. The total uncertainties are shown by th
vertical lines, with the statistical component d
limited by small horizontal lines. The data ar
presented in comparison to a QCD predictio
based on a DGLAP evolution of unbiased gluo
and quark jet fragmentation functions measur
at 40.1 and 45.6 GeV, respectively, and to t
HERWIG Monte Carlo predictions at the hadro
level. The small figures above each distributio
show the differences between the QCD andHER-
WIG curves relative to the data, in units of th
total experimental uncertainties.L
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atbetter agreement with the measurements than the 3N
result.
Finally, we include in Fig. 9~a! a theoretical result@47# for
r g/q based on a numerical, rather than an analytic, solutio
the QCD evolution equations for multiplicity. This result
shown by the solid line. Like the fixedaS solution, the nu-
merical solution is ‘‘exact’’ in the sense that it is not based
a perturbative approximation. The numerical result allo
better accounting of energy conservation effects and ph
space limits than the analytic results, and incorporates a
ning value foraS ~see@38,47# for further discussion!. The
value of L used for the numerical calculation is 0.50 Ge
determined from a fit to measurements of jet rates inZ0
decays@47#. The numerical calculation is seen to provide
much improved description of ther g/q data compared to the
3NLO or fixed aS expressions. This suggests that much
the discrepancy between the data and analytic results in
9 is a consequence of technical difficulties in the calculati
~the inclusion of energy conservation, etc.!, rather than short-
comings of QCD. Similar conclusions are presented in@38#.
B. Fragmentation functions
We next turn to a discussion of the gluon jet fragmen
tion function. Our results for the corrected fragmentati03200O
of
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se
n-
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ig.
s
-
functions of unbiased gluon jets atEg* 514.24 and 17.72
GeV are presented in Figs. 5f and g, and again in Fig.
Numerical values for these data are given in Table VIII.
Unlike multiplicity, the shape of fragmentation function
is not presently calculable. If the shape of a fragmentat
function is known at a particular scale, the Dokshitzer, G
bov, Lipatov, Altarelli, Parisi~DGLAP! @49# evolution equa-
tions can be used to predict the shape at a different sc
however. Since gluon jets can evolve through splitting to
quark-antiquark pair, as well as through gluon emission,
evolution of the gluon jet fragmentation function depends
the quark jet fragmentation function, in addition to that of t
gluon. In @9#, we presented results for the unbiased gluon
fragmentation function at 40.1 GeV. Measurements of un
ased, flavor-separated~uds, c, andb) quark jet fragmentation
functions at 45.6 GeV are presented in@50#. By applying the
DGLAP equations to these measurements, we can ob
QCD predictions for the gluon jet fragmentation function
the scales of the present study.
We note that the quark jet data in@50# are presented in
terms of the scaled charged particle three-momentaxp
52p/Ec.m. ~with p the particle three-momentum!, rather than
xE52E/Ec.m. ~with E the particle energy!, and thatxp andxE
differ for small particle energies~or momenta!. Using detec-2-18
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF UNBIASED GLUON JETS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 032002 ~2004!tor level events, we find that fragmentation functions defin
usingxp differ from those defined byxE by about 1% forxp
(or xE)50.10, and by about 2.5% forxp (or xE)50.05, for
example.
The fragmentation functions of gluon and quark jets
parametrized at a reference scaleAs0 using the empirical
formula @51#
Fi~xE ;As0!5aixE
bi~12xE!
ciexp$2di ln
2xE%, ~8!
wherei 5g, uds, c, or b. To determine the parametersa, b, c,
and d for quark jets, we fit Eq.~8! to the measurements i
@50#, i.e. we chooseAs0545.6 GeV. To determine the pa
rameters for gluon jets at this same scale, we first apply
energy correction to the 40.1 GeV data. The corrections
performed using bin-by-bin factors determined fromHERWIG
TABLE VIII. The charged particle fragmentation function o
gluon jets, (1/N) (dngluon
ch. /dxE* ), for Eg* 514.24 and 17.72 GeV. The
data have been corrected for detector acceptance and resolutio
event selection, and for gluon jet impurity. The first uncertainty
statistical and the second systematic.
Bin in xE* (1/N)(dngluon
ch. /dxE* ),
Eg* 514.24 GeV
~1/N!~dngluonch./dxE* )
Eg* 517.72 GeV
0.00–0.01 4.961.264.7 27.165.367.3
0.01–0.02 104.764.364.9 155613617
0.02–0.03 131.465.067.2 128611617
0.03–0.04 93.466.165.8 11069616
0.04–0.05 89.063.866.6 106 8625
0.05–0.06 61.864.068.3 8368621
0.06–0.07 55.464.067.1 7667616
0.07–0.08 54.763.265.6 4666615
0.08–0.09 41.162.764.7 5066614
0.09–0.10 33.962.963.5 4865618
0.10–0.12 27.061.763.7 2463615
0.12–0.14 15.961.662.8 18.262.466.0
0.14–0.16 14.761.063.0 11.162.162.9
0.16–0.18 10.261.062.0 10.562.063.3
0.18–0.20 7.6 0.761.2 5.461.564.3
0.20–0.25 4.7560.4060.88 4.260.763.1
0.25–0.30 1.96 0.2760.66 2.6 0.661.3
0.30–0.40 0.66 0.0960.50 0.7160.1760.71
0.40–0.50 0.1960.0660.14 0.1460.0660.14
0.50–0.60 0.16060.08260.086 0.02960.01360.029
0.60–0.80 0.01460.00960.014 0.01260.01260.012
0.80–1.00 0.000260.000260.0002 —03200d
e
n
re
and have a typical size of about 5%. Equation~8! is then
fitted to the corrected gluon jet data to determine the par
etrization of the gluon jet fragmentation function at 45
GeV. The fits are performed using the statistical uncertain
of the data and provide good descriptions of the meas
ments to within their overall uncertainties. The results
obtain are listed in Table IX.
We then use the programEVOLVE @52# to determine the
QCD prediction for the gluon jet fragmentation function
other scales.EVOLVE is based on next-to-leading order e
pressions~see@53#! determined in the MS¯ renormalization
scheme. We determine the predictions of the program for
gluon jet fragmentation functions at 14.24 and 17.72 G
and calculate the globalx2 with respect to our correspondin
measurements. The globalx2 is defined by the sum of thex2
from the two energies. Thex2 are calculated using the sta
tistical uncertainties of the data. To avoid the edges of
distribution where there are theoretical ambiguities@52#, the
globalx2 is evaluated in thexE range from 0.10 to 0.80 only
Note this excludes the smallxE region where fragmentation
functions defined usingxE or xp differ by more than 1%.
We fit the value ofaS(mZ) in EVOLVE to minimize the
global x2. The result is aS(mZ)50.12860.008 (stat.)
60.015 (syst.). Thex2/(degrees of freedom) of the fit
based on statistical uncertainties, is 40.5/21. The system
uncertainty is defined by adding the following contributio
in quadrature:~1! the uncertainty returned by the fitting rou
tine when the total uncertainties of the data are used to
form the fit, rather than the statistical uncertainties only;~2!
the difference with respect to the standard result if the ra
0.05<xE<0.80 is used to define the globalx
2, rather than
0.10<xE<0.80. The systematic uncertainty from the seco
term is about 50% larger than that from the first term. Wh
our result foraS(mZ) is not competitive with other measure
ments~see e.g.@39#!, it does provide a unique consistenc
test of QCD since it is the first determination ofaS(mZ) in
the MS scheme based on unbiased gluon jets. The resu
the fit is shown in comparison to the data in Figs. 10~a! and
~b!. The difference plots in the top portions of these figur
show the differences between the data and fit in units of
total experimental uncertainties. The fit is seen to provid
good description of the measurements.
X. SUMMARY
In this paper, we present the first experimental study
use the jet boost algorithm, a method based on the Q
dipole model to extract properties of unbiased gluon j
forgluonTABLE IX. Parameter values used to describe the fragmentation functions of unbiased quark and
jets at 45.6 GeV@see Eq.~8!#. The uncertainties are statistical.
a b c d
uds 0.258960.0074 22.94960.016 0.85960.029 0.296760.0020
c 0.54660.035 22.6760.016 2.3760.21 0.265160.0029
b 0.328460.0016 23.04260.0016 2.605560.015 0.3180560.00017
g 0.089160.0047 23.8460.012 2.6260.26 0.414460.00232-19
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ABBIENDI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 032002 ~2004!from e1e2→qq̄g events. We test the jet boost algorith
using theHERWIG Monte Carlo QCD simulation program
comparing the results of this method to those derived fr
unbiased gluon jets defined by hemispheres of inclusivegg
events from a color singlet point source. We examine t
distributions: the distribution of charged particle multiplici
in the jets,ngluon
ch. , and the charged particle fragmentatio
functions, (1/N)(dngluon
ch. /dxE* ). We find that the results of the
jet boost algorithm for the multiplicity distribution are i
close correspondence to those of thegg hemispheres for je
energiesEg* larger than about 5 GeV. For the fragmentati
functions, the results of the two methods agree to good
cision for Eg* *14 GeV.
We use the jet boost algorithm to extract measurement
the unbiased gluon jet multiplicity distribution for seven i
tervals of energy between 5.25 and 17.72 GeV. These are
first measurements of thengluon
ch. distribution in this energy
range. The distributions are analyzed to determine th
means^ngluon
ch. & and first two nontrivial factorial moment
F2,gluon andF3,gluon. The factorial moments are strongly co
related with the dispersion and skew of the multiplicity d
tribution and thus characterize its shape.
In conjunction with our previous results for unbias
gluon jet multiplicity at 40.1 GeV@7–9#, we test two QCD
analytic expressions for the energy evolution of^ngluon
ch. &,
F2,gluon, andF3,gluon: one based on the next-to-next-to-nex
to-leading order~3NLO! perturbative approximation of QCD
@35,36# and the other@40,41# utilizing a fixed value of the
strong coupling strength,aS . The 3NLO expression take
into account the running nature of the coupling stren
while the fixedaS expression more accurately incorporat
higher order effects such as energy conservation. To a
the introduction of model dependent hadronization corr
tion factors, the parton level analytic results are compa
directly to the hadron level measurements.
The 3NLO expression for̂ngluon
ch. & is found to provide a
good description of the data using a value of the QCD sc
parameterL50.29660.037 (stat.1syst.) GeV, much more
similar to the corresponding result for quark jets,L50.190
60.032 (stat) GeV@12#, than found in previous studies. Ou
results therefore provide a much improved demonstration
the consistency of the QCD expressions for gluon and qu
jet multiplicity. These results are found usingF55, with nF
the number of active quark flavors. Very similar descriptio
of the data are found usingnF53 or 4. Note that theseL
values are not defined in the context of a particular renorm
ization scheme and so do not correspond e.g. toLMS. The
3NLO expressions are found to provide a reasonable des
tion of the energy evolution of theF2,gluon and F3,gluon data
between about 14 and 40 GeV, using values ofL that are
globally similar to that found from the fit to thêngluon
ch. & data.
The fitted 3NLO curves lie below theF2,gluon and F3,gluon
measurements at smaller energies, however. These dis
ancies at low energies may be a consequence of hadro
tion effects, which are predicted to be significant for t
F2,gluon and F3,gluon distributions. The fixedaS expressions
are found to be in general agreement with the^ngluon
ch. & data,
and also with theF2,gluon data within fairly large theoretica03200o
e-
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ir
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uncertainties. The fixedaS result for F3,gluon lies above the
data except forEg* '40 GeV.
We also examine the ratio of the gluon to quark jet me
charged particle multiplicities,r g/q , and the corresponding
ratios forF2 andF3. We find that a numerical solution@47#
of the QCD evolution equations for particle multiplicity pro
vides a good description of ther g/q data, while the 3NLO
and fixedaS calculations with their fitted values ofL from
the ^ngluon
ch. & data are 15–20 % too high. This suggests t
energy conservation and phase space limits, which are m
properly incorporated into the numerical solution than in
the analytic results, are important considerations for the
curate description of this quantity.
We measure the fragmentation function of unbiased glu
jets at 14.24 and 17.72 GeV. In conjunction with our pre
ous measurements of unbiased gluon and quark jet fragm
tation functions at 40.1 and 45.6 GeV, respectively, we
these data using the DGLAP evolution equations at next
leading-order in the MS¯ scheme. This fit yields a result fo
the strong interaction coupling strengthaS(mZ)50.128
60.008 (stat.)60.015 (syst.), consistent with the world av
erage. While this result is not competitive in precision w
other measurements ofaS , it does provide a unique consis
tency test of QCD.
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APPENDIX: BOOST ALGEBRA
1. Boost to the back-to-back frame of a dipole
Consider a massless jet with energyE8 and 3-momentum
of magnitudep8. The jet lies in thex-y plane and makes
anglesu anda with respect to another massless jet and thx
axis, respectively~see Fig. 11!. We wish to boost the event to
a Lorentz frame in which the jet points along they axis. The2-20
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF UNBIASED GLUON JETS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 032002 ~2004!energy and momentum of the jet in the boosted frame areE*
andp* . A boost along thex axis yields the condition
px* 5g~px82bE8!50, ~A1!
with g51/A12b2 andb5v, wherev is the relative speed
between the boosted and original frames~note that the speed
of light c is set to unity!. Sincepx85p8cosa andp85E8, Eq.
~A1! yields b5cosa. The energy of the jet in the booste
frame is
E* 5g~E82bpx8!5E8sina. ~A2!
If the x axis corresponds to the bisector of the two jets,
that a5u/2, then the same boost brings the other mass
jet to the2y direction so that the boosted frame correspon
to a frame in which the two jets are back to back. Thenb
5cos(u/2) andE* 5E8sin(u/2).
2. Boost from the c.m. frame to the symmetric frame of a
three-jet qq̄g event
In the c.m. frame of a three-jetqq̄g event we define
xi[
2Ei
As
, i 5q,q̄,g, ~A3!
with Ei the energy of jeti. xi8 is the corresponding quantit
in the boosted reference frame for which the event is sy
metric, i.e. the frame in which the angle between the glu
jet and the quark jet is the same as the angle between
gluon jet and the antiquark jet,uqg8 5u q̄g8 [u8 ~cf. Fig. 2~a!
for which u85u52a).
Under the assumption the jets are massless, it is stra
forward to show in the c.m. frame that
si j 5s~12xk!, ~A4!
FIG. 11. Schematic illustration of a two-jet system.03200o
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2 with pi the 4-momentum of objecti,
and wherei, j, andk are cyclic, i.e.i 5q with j 5q̄ means
k5g, etc. The virtuality scale@Eq. ~2!# of the gluon jet can
then be written:
p' , gluon5
1
2
As~12xq!~12xq̄!. ~A5!
Setting p' , gluon equal to the jet energy scaleEg* @see Eq.
~1!#, as dictated by Eq.~3!, yields @13#
~12xq!~12xq̄!5~xg8!
2sin2
u8
2
. ~A6!
We can also expresssi j using the angle between partonsi
and j, u i j :
si j 54EiEjsin
2
u i j
2
. ~A7!
This latter expression, unlike Eq.~A4!, is valid in any frame.
Evaluating eq.~A7! in the symmetric frame and equating
to Eq. ~A4! yields
12xk5xi8xj8sin
2
u i j8
2
, ~A8!
which leads to the following expression:
~12xq!~12xq̄!
12xg
5xg8
2
sin2~uqg8 /2!sin
2~u q̄g8 /2!
sin2~uqq̄8 /2!
. ~A9!
Sinceuqg8 5u q̄g8 5u8 in the symmetric frame, thenuqq̄8 52p
22u8, so that sin(uqq̄8 /2)52 sin(u8/2)cos(u8/2). Inserting
these results into Eq.~A9! yields @13#
~12xq!~12xq̄!
12xg
5
xg8
2
4
sin2~u8/2!
cos2~u8/2!
. ~A10!
The expression for the angleu8 @13# is obtained by com-
bining Eqs.~A6! and ~A10!:
cos2
u8
2
5
12xg
4
. ~A11!
When inserted into Eq.~A6!, this yields the expression fo
the gluon jet energy in the symmetric frame:
xg85A4~12xq!~12xq̄!31xg . ~A12!
Similarly, using Eq.~A8! to derive expressions analogous
Eq. ~A9! for (12xq)(12xg)/(12xq̄) and (12xq̄)(1
2xg)/(12xq) yields the results for the quark and antiqua
energies in the symmetric frame:
xq85
xg8
12xq
, xq̄85
xg8
12xq̄
. ~A13!2-21
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ABBIENDI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 69, 032002 ~2004!Consider the c.m. frame of the event to be described b
Cartesian coordinate system with thez axis along the gluon
jet direction and the three-jet event in they-z plane. The
scaled three momenta of the jets are then
2pW g /Ec.m.5~0,0,xg! ~A14!
2pW q /Ec.m.5~0,xq,y ,xq,z! ~A15!
2pW q̄ /Ec.m.5~0,2xq,y ,xq̄,z!,
~A16!
with upW i u5Ei such thatxi ,y is the component of scaled mo
mentum in they direction, etc. Since we boost from the c.m
frame, the scaled energy in the symmetric frame isr
03200a xq81xg81xq̄85g~xq1xg1xq̄!52g, ~A17!
whereg51/A12by22bz2, with by andbz the Lorentz boost
factors along they andz directions. Knowing all thexi ~mea-
sured!, xi8 @from Eqs. ~A12! and ~A13!# and g @from Eq.
~A17!#, the transformation equations
xg85g~xg1bzxg! ~A18!
xq85g~xq1bzxq,z1byxq,y! ~A19!
can be solved to find the boost factorsbz andby . With the
Lorentz boost factors defined, all the particles in the ev
can then be boosted to the symmetric event frame to de
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